A feature-based integrated scoring scheme for cell cycle-regulated genes prioritization.
Prioritization of cell cycle-regulated genes from expression time-profiles is still an open problem. The point at issue is the surprisingly poor overlap among ranked lists obtained from different experimental protocols. Instead of developing a general-purpose computational methodology for detecting periodic signals, we focus on the budding yeast mitotic cell cycle. The reason being that the current availability of a total of 12 datasets, produced by 6 independent groups using 4 different synchronization methods, permits a re-analysis and re-consideration of this problem in a more reliable and extensive data domain. Notably, budding yeast is a model organism for studying cancer and testing new drugs. Here we propose a novel multi-feature score (called PERLA, PERiodicity, Regulation and Lag-Autocorrelation) that integrates different features of cell cycle-regulated gene expression time-profiles. We obtained increased performances on a wide range of benchmarks and, most importantly, a substantially increased overlap of the top ranking genes among different datasets, thus proving the effectiveness of the proposed prioritization algorithm. Examples on how to use PERLA to gain new insight into the biology of the cell cycle, are provided in a final dedicated section.